Genome scan reveals new coat color loci in exotic pig cross.
The porcine genome was scanned to identify loci affecting coat color in an experimental cross between the Meishan breed and Dutch commercial lines. Linkage was studied in 1181 F(2) animals for 132 microsatellite markers and seven binary coat color scores: White, Black spotting, Speckle, Gray, Black, and specific color phenotypes for head and legs. The analyses were performed using interval mapping under various models. The study confirmed the existence of coat color loci on chromosome 8 and chromosome 6. One additional locus affecting White was detected on chromosome 5, possibly representing the porcine equivalent of the steel factor. Two new loci affecting Black were detected on chromosome 2. One of these showed exclusive maternal expression and mapped to a region where imprinted genes have been reported. The effect of the binary coding was tested by additional analyses excluding the white animals (>50% of F(2) animals). This showed that Black spotting was strongly influenced by the locus on chromosome 6 and the other color phenotypes were mainly influenced by the locus on chromosome 8. Epistatic effects were found between the loci on chromosomes 6 and 8 for Black spotting. For Black color, all combinations among chromosomes 2, 6, and 8 showed epistatic effects.